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18970412 Girard (near Green Ridge) IL 6

6:00 p.m. A large crowd of miners saw an unknown object land 3 km north of 
Green Ridge and 4 km south of Girard. The night operator of the Chicago-and-
Alton Railroad, Paul McCramer, stated that he came sufficiently close to the 
craft to see a man emerge from it to repair the machinery. Traces were found 
over a large area. The object itself was elongated like a ship with a roof and a 
double canopy. 

19090518 Caerphilly, Wales UK 6

11:00 p.m. Mr. Lethbridge was walking along a road near the mountains when 
he saw on the grass a large tubelike machine. Aboard were two men wearing 
furs and talking excitedly in a language the witness could not understand. The 
grass was found depressed at the site after the object had flown off.

220222 Hubbell NE 6

5:00 a.m. William C. Lamb was following strange tracks when he heard a high-
pitched sound and saw a circular object intercepting starlight. It became 
brilliantly lighted and landed in a hollow. Soon afterword, a creature over 2.4 
m tall was seen flying from the direction where the object had landed. It left 
tracks in the snow, which Lamb followed without results.

4206-Late Cussey-sur-l'Ognon, Doubs France 6

Several witnesses heard a motor-like sound and saw a blue-gray oval object 
with a dome on top hovering just above the ground in a wooded area. (Ref. 3; 
Michel Bougard, Des Soucoupes Volantes aux OVNI, 1977.)

421000 Radway Green, Cheshire UK 6

In the evening two witnesses saw an elongated object with a dome on top and 
lights at either end descend toward the ground. At the apparent landing site a 
circular burned area and footprints were found. (Ref. 3; Bougard, 1977.)

430900 Oncativo Argentina 6

4:00 a.m. Navarro Ocampo, driving between Rosario and Cordoba, saw a 
large, saucer-shaped object on the ground 500 m to the left of the road. It 
glowed with a bluish-green light, made a whistling sound, rose to 100 m 
altitude, then left at fantastic speed. A strange metal block is said to have been 
found at the spot. (Magonia #50, GEPA Dec., 68)

431200 Oslo Norway 6

At 10:30 p.m. four women in a car saw an orange bell-shaped object 
ascending. Three automobiles in the vicinity experienced EM effects and the 
engines stalled. A 1.5-meter diameter area of melted snow was found on the 
ground. (Ref. 3; Australian Flying Saucer Review, No. 7, 1967; cited by 
Project 1947.)

460500 Angelholm Sweden 6

At twilight while walking home, a prominent industrialist saw a light in the 
woods and went to investigate. He saw a disc with dome and oval windows on 
the ground. Around it were about 11 beings with transparent helmets and 
uniform-like clothing apparently working on the craft. Later he saw the craft 
take off emitting bright red light, then speed away. Burned grass and other 
trace marks were found at the site.  (Ref. 3; Flying Saucer Review, March-
April 1972.)

470621 Maury Island WA 6 Maury Island Incident
470703 Roswell NM 6 NC Famous alleged UFO crash
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470703 St. Maries (near) ID 6
landing, seen by a family of ten in Northern Idaho, of eight huge objects 
(Bloecher) 

470800 Danforth IL 6
Specimens of an alleged “Flying Saucer” were brought to AMC by Col. H. M.  
McCoy

520818 West Palm Beach (near) FL 6
August 18, 1852; near West Palm Beach, FL. "Desvergers Case", 
"Scoutmaster Case".

530319 New Haven CT 6 A small round object -- flaming like red-hot iron -- plunged from the sky

541022 Marysville OH 6

School principal, teacher, 60 students saw silver cigar-shaped UFO with 
"portholes" hover over school, then speed away; "angel's hair" fell. [UFOE, 
VIII]

570914 Ubatuba Brazil 6 UFO explodes and leaves fragments
571106 Montville OH 6 T 5 BBU Olden Moore Case / Close Encounter / 

600524 Ocumare del Tuy Venezuela 6

Several doctors, a topographer and policemen saw three UFOs, in-line 
formation, which landed in a heavily wooded area on a hilltop; diamond-
shaped scorched marking found at landing site. [NICAP UFOE, VIII]

600928 Sheppard AFB, Wichita Falls TX 6
OSI document says crash reported and mention of "Moon Dust", asks ATIC to 
come to the scene.

610110 Wichita Falls TX 6 T 5 BBU A/c Sees Object Maneuver and Land
631021 Trancas Arg 6 Disc, EM, occupants, numerous traces
640505 Comstock MN 6 Object landed in field, physical traces (UFOE Section VII).
640629 Lavonia (near) GA 6 Vehicle encounter, top-shaped UFO, strange effects

6406Late Rome IN 6

Mysterious Markings in Field Baffle Perry County Farm Family.  A five foot 
circular burned circle, with three intensely burned circles arranged in a 
triangular shape as though made by table legs were discovered in  the alfalfa 
field.

640716 Conklin NY 6
Humanoid with dark suit and helmet, climbed on top of craft. Physical traces 
found at site (UFOE Section XII).

650524 Mackay AU 6  

Circular UFO with three legs on or near the ground, trees illuminated. 
Departed rapidly with buzzing sound. Circular ring impression found at site 
(UFOE II, Section VII).

650819 Cherry Creek NY 6 T 5 9806 Cherry Creek (Butcher) Trace Case
650916 Silverton S. Africa 6 Multiple police, landing, traces. (#214)

660119 Tully AU 6
January 19, 1966; Tully, Australia. Daylight sighting, single witness, HS 
(#223).

660206 Madrid Spain 6  

8:00 p.m. LT. Several civilians and soldiers saw a glowing orange disc with 
three legs landing and taking off again. Rectangular imprints of the legs (15 
cm x 30 cm) and scorch marks were found at the site. Electromagnetic (EM) 
effects occurred in the area at the time of the sighting. (Ballester-Olmos, 1976, 
p. 9; Flying Saucer Review, 12:3, 1966:28-31, Flying Saucer Review, 15:5, 
1969:3-4.)
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660225 Quipapa Brazil 6  

10:15 p.m. LT. Two young female factory workers while walking home saw 
lights in the road, then saw that it was a large disc with two bright lights (body 
lights) and three small beings about the size of 9-year-old children standing 
alongside, along with one being over 6 feet tall. The object rose, then landed 
in a new location. The girls ran home with the object following. It circled the 
area near their house, then flew away. No sound was heard. One of the girls 
suffered unspecified "effects" for a period of time. Grass was found depressed 
(imprints) at the landing spot. (Phillips, 1975. p. 40; from Flying Saucer 
Review, March 1971 .)   

660324 Cook MN 6  

6:50 p.m. CST. A trapper and guide saw an oval object with glass dome on the 
front approach angling downward, flashing lights visible around its center, and 
emitting a loud generator-like humming sound. The object was rotating 
clockwise around a horizontal axis. It appeared to land in the distance. Next 
day a large melted oval area about 35 feet by 100 feet and apparent landing 
gear or skid marks (physical traces) were found in the snow at the landing site. 
(NICAP report.)  

660329 Hampton (area) NH 6 Box like object landed in woods

660423 Yorktown IA 6  

2:10 a.m. CDT. A farm family saw a cigar-shaped object with lights at each 
end illuminating the ground with red light. The object had two blue lights 
extending above the left end, a red light at the right end, and an amber glow 
emanating from its underside. A loud roaring sound was heard as it settled 
onto the ground. Then they heard loud crackling sounds like gunshots, and 
their cattle bolted. An odor of ozone was in the air. Later they found imprints 
in the field where the object had landed, apparently caused by the 
undercarriage. (Keyhoe & Lore, 1969a, p. 22.)

660500 Whiteman AFB MO 6 Multi witness, daylight landing, (#234) occupants

660619 Mt. Mitchell NC 6

12:05 a.m. EDT. A group of Boy Scouts while camping out, saw three red 
pulsating lights in a triangular pattern approaching (body lights), then 
hovering from about midnight to 5:00 am. At sunrise the object lifted up, 
appearing red and bell-shaped through binoculars, Six smaller objects were 
hovering nearby on either side of the larger object, changing formations, and 
then the group disappeared behind a mountain. When the Scouts started to 
explore in the direction of the objects, about 60 feet from their camp they 
discovered trees with broken branches and some crushed undergrowth, plus 
three holes in the ground forming an equilateral triangle (physical traces). 
(Report to Center for UFO Studies.)  

660627 Cistella Spain 6

4:00 a.m. LT. A farm woman and farm hands saw a large disc-shaped object 
with bright green, red, yellow and blue body lights descend behind some 
woods about 500 meters away. A few minutes later two cylindrical objects 
also with body lights appeared, and the disc reappeared, taking up position 
between the two cylinders, which closed in on the disc, turned, and all three as 
a unit shot up at terrific speed and disappeared in less than a second.
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660815 Wood Green, London UK 6

2:00 a.m. LT. A couple saw an intensely bright glowing disc approach and 
hover about 1 50 yards from their house above an old tree. Some apparent 
damage to foliage, circular holes in the ground, and a large depression with 
flattened grass were found beneath the area where the object had hovered. 
(Flying Saucer Review, Vol. 12, No. 6, Nov.-Dec. 1966, pp. 4-5.)

661122 Roaring River MO 6 Multiple witness, daylight, (#253) photos

670125 South Ashburnham MA 6

Betty Andreassen abduction case. Craft described as oval with a rim around its 
circumference, and resting on three legs. (Hall, 2001, pp. 529-30, from 
Fowler, 1979, 1982, 1990, 1995, section XIII).

670210-11 Cincinnati OH 6

11:45 p.m. EST. A number of independent sightings were reported of a 
reddish, glowing cigar- or football-shaped object either hovering or moving 
slowly overhead. At about 1:45 a.m. the following morning, in Milford 
(eastern suburb of Cincinnati), a railroad employee and companion were 
driving when they noticed a white glowing light in the woods. (McDonald, 
1967, Case 8, reprinted in Vaughan, 1995, p. 206; Keyhoe and Lore, 1969a, p. 
21, and 1969b, p. 54; Ridge, 1994, p. 21.)

670214 Hannon, Ontario CA 6

Time not reported. A saucer-shaped object (disc) with blinking red lights 
(body lights) forced a car off the road. It returned and hovered in view of 
many witnesses, landing in a nearby field. Marks were found in the snow 
(physical traces) at the landing spot next day. (Letter dated 2/23/67 in NICAP 
files.)

670320 Tuscumbia MO 6 Daylight landing, (#1014), occupants, close approach
670321 New Baden IL 6 Multiple witnesses, landing, (#268).

670426 Kitchener, Ontario CAN 6

9:30 p.m. EDT. A witness saw a small cylinder, estimated 3 feet in diameter 
and 5 feet tall, with flashing lights. The object landed, deploying six legs when 
it was about 4 feet from the ground. A whirring sound during landing stopped 
once the object was at rest. Ground impressions (physical traces) were found 
at the landing site. (NICAP report form and unidentified newspaper clipping 
dated 9/8/67 in NICAP files.)

670506 Schirmeck, Bas-Rhein Germany 6

7:00 p.m. LT. Seven lenticular (disc-shaped) black objects, aligned diagonally, 
each with a diameter estimated as 50 feet or more, were seen above a grove of 
trees about 2 km away. Each had a "smoky halo" around it. The objects 
suddenly vanished, then reappeared and vanished again, leaving traces in the 
forest. Truncated light beams ("solid light") were emitted from three of the 
objects, one white and two greenish. (Haines, 1994, pp. 91-92, from UNICAT 
catalogue #403.)

670507 Edmonton, Alberta CAN 6

2:00 a.m. MST. A 14-year-old boy and four others saw a spherical object with 
spinning top and bottom and with red and green lights (body lights) which 
they followed and observed for 4 hours. Black streaks were found on the 
charred road surface (physical traces). (Edmonton Journal, 5/8/67, copy in 
Donald E. Keyhoe Archives files; L/.F.O. Investigator, Vol. IV, No. 1, May-
June 1967, p. 3; APRO Bulletin, May-June 1967, p. 7; Phillips, 1975, p. 48.) 
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670531 Beausejour, Manitoba CAN 6

11:30 p.m. CDT. A woman reported a luminous red, saucer-shaped object with 
blue light that approached from the south and hovered about 125 yards away. 
The object landed and left physical traces, including a burned area and 
radioactive soil. (Winnipeg Free Press, Manitoba, 7/21/67, copy in NICAP 
files; APRO Bulletin, May-June 1967, p. 2.)

670601 Santa Monico, Madrid Spain 6

Time not reported. A  yellow-orange disc with windows and three less (tripod 
landing gear) landed , leaving three holes and burned grass (physical traces) at 
the landing site. (BallesterOlmos, 1976, p. 11.)

670613 Caledonia, Ontario CAN 6

2:30 a.m. Three 3 to 4' tall beings, light colored clothing, helmets, moved 
around beneath cigar-shaped craft with windows. Physical traces found at site.  
(Hall, 1964-1967, pages 474-482, Vol. II, The UFO Evidence)

670615 Caledonia, Ontario CAN 6

2:35 a.m. EDT. Two people saw two stationary objects, one disc-shaped and 
the other cigar-shaped, on or near the ground in the vicinity of a factory for 
about 20 minutes.  Three occupants less than 4 feet tall, in light colored 
uniforms, and wearing "helmets" with four lights, were observed scurrying 
around outside the cigar. Physical traces found at the site included a burned 
area, disturbed grass, and an oily substance. (Cuneo letter, 6/19/67, NICAP 
files; APRO Bulletin, Nov. - Dec. 1967, p. 4.)

670618 Falcon Lake CAN 6

Evening. A family crossing the lake by boat saw a shiny, metallic-appearing 
oval object with a slight rise on top. Trees with wilted leaves on top were later 
noted (physical effects). (Bondarchuk, 1979, p. 31-34.)

670621 Mechanicsville VA 6

3:00 a.m. EDT. A woman saw a large lighted object with a rounded bottom 
and domed top that rose straight up from the woods into the sky with a roar 
like a jet. Trees in the woods reportedly were bent and broken (physical 
traces), all at the same height. (Heath letter 6/26/67, NICAP files.)

670806 San Bernadino Venezuela 6

Approx. 2:00 a.m. LT. Two sleeping witnesses were awakened by a small 
being with a large head (humanoid) wearing a "rubber suit." The being jumped 
out a window toward an object outside that had blinding, multicolored lights. 
Investigators found scrape marks and footprints (physical traces) at the site. 
(El Universal, 8/8/67, and El Mundo, 8/9/67, copies in NICAP files.)

670823 Joyceville, Ontario CAN 6

4:00 a.m. EDT. A man drove down a side road to investigate a green light he 
saw in a field. His headlights illuminated a large, metallic-appearing disc on or 
near the ground. It was shaped like an inverted bowl and had three legs. Burn 
marks and impressions (physical traces) were found at the site. (Hall, 2001, p. 
480; MUFON UFO Journal, August 1987, p. 19.)

670823 Hamilton County IN 6 Landing report. Source and details unknown.

670905 Port Townsend WA 6

2:00 a.m. PDT. Four witnesses saw a white, dome-shaped object come from 
behind a hill and appear to land on a golf course. A burned ring (physical 
traces) was found on the golf course next day. (Port Townsend Leader, 9/7/67, 
copy in NICAP files.)
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670917 Belo Horizonte, Minas Gerais State Brazil 6

Time not given. Two witnesses reported that a saucer with portholes landed on 
a soccer field. Physical traces were left by the object. (Baltimore Morning 
Sun, Maryland, 9/25/67, copy in NICAP files.)                                         

671004 Shag Harbour, Nova Scotia CAN 6

Evening, ADT. From early evening until 11:30 pm, numerous independent 
witnesses observed unexplained aerial activity. Near Sambro at 9:00 pm,  the 
captain and crew of a fishing boat saw four brilliant red lights in a box 
formation that appeared to be on or just above the water. (Ledger and Styles, 
2001, pp. 14-17, 21-44.)

680300 Berezovsky (near) Russia 6

Alleged crash/retrieval on the web, and earlier shown on the History Channel. 
Shows footage of the alleged crashed UFO near Berezovsky (Sverdlovsk 
region) in 1968 and related alleged KGB documents. 

680700 Southlands TN 6 Crash/retrieval report by one witness. (Source: RUEGG, unknown)

680812 Mercedes Argentina 6

8:00 p.m. A woman staying by herself at a house on the outskirts of Mercedes 
heard a buzzing sound and her dogs began barking. The next day several 
ground traces were found in the same area where the objects were seen. 
(Albert S. Rosales, Humanoid Contact Database 1968, case #6, citing Richard 
Heiden, quoting R. Banchs).

680920 Wichita Falls TX 6

Police officer saw a huge ball of fire falling directly downward. Other officers 
said the ball appeared to be 20' in diameter. NARA document mentions UFO 
"crash" and references "Moon Dust". 

690713 Van Horne IA 6 Multiple witnesses, HS traces. (#390)
700830 Itatiaia Brazil 6 2145, close approach, human effects, traces. (#441)

710516 Chesterton IN 6

9:30 p.m. Four witnesses observed an object after power failed in their house. 
Saturn type UFO, high frequency sound, 20 Mins. House size silver ball 
illuminated brilliant red, green, blue,and white lights around it on rim. Moved 
at tractor speed, hovered over hog farmyard setting off pandamonium in dogs, 
chickens, pigs, and parrott. (Ted Phillips)

711102 Delphos KS 6 (#494) confirming witnesses
720626 Fort Beufort S. Africa 6 Daylight, multi witness, (#526) long duration
720817 Norton Sound AK 6 Multi witness, long duration (#533) landing
720914 Houston MO 6 Multi witness, two events, animal (#537), EM effects

730313 Salta Province Arg 6 Jorge Roberto Herrera humanoid encounter, landing with physical traces
730628 Columbia MO 6 Multi witness, (#585) human reaction, EM effects

730930 Columbus OH 6
9:30 p.m. Franklin County man found landing site of object he saw hovering 
near his home.

740228 Hirson (Aisne) France 6

5:30 a.m.  The witness was riding his motorcycle to work, when suddenly he 
found himself face to face with two humanoid beings and having no memory 
of having stopped the motorcycle. It was still dark at this hour. In an adjacent 
field he saw a dark circular object. Physical traces were found at the landing 
site.

740901 Langenburg, Saskatchewan CAN 6 Close approach, (#746) daylight

75Jan-Mar Algeria Africa 6

The UFOs in this report were seen by multiple witnesses. The objects landed 
and took off. They were also spotted on radar and seen visually 
simultaneously. Message sent to Henry Kissinger, from the American embassy 
in Algiers, Algeria. 
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750210 Annandale NY 6

7:00 p.m. Two 15-year-old teenagers saw a low-level, 20-meter diameter disc 
for ten minutes, then watched it shrink away to nothing. At the site there were 
snapped tree branches and scorched earth. (Sources: CUFOS files, report dated 
February 27, 1975; NICAP UFO Investigator, April 1975; Skylook, December 
1975, p. 16; Margaret Sachs, Celestial Passengers, p. 108).

750612 Big Chimney WV 6

Shortly before 10:00 p.m. A diamond shaped object landed on a gravel road in 
a mountainous area. It was witnessed by four members of the Crichfield 
family. Four landing gear imprints were found at the site. (Sources: Center for 
UFO Studies case files, letter dated August 3, 1975; Larry Hatch, U computer 
database, citing Alan Landsburg, In Search of Extraterrestrials, p. 8)

750706 Mount Pleasant, Ontario CAN 6

5:00 p.m. A shiny metallic domed disc was seen in a tobacco field. A thirty-
foot diameter area of plants was flattened, the tobacco plants were wilted and 
burned, and an oily residue was found. (Sources: NICAP UFO Investigator, 
October 1975; Canadian UFO Report, Summer 1976, p. 1; Center for UFO 
Studies, on-site investigation, report dated September 13, 1975; Richard Hall, 
The UFO Evidence, Volume II: A Thirty-Year Report, pp. 122 & 264).

751224 Cotes-du-Nord France 6

10:00 p.m. Power circuit breakers were tripped four times when a glowing ball 
of light came down near the ground in Ploubazlanec, Cotes-du-Nord, France. 
A 0.2 meter area of burnt grass was found at the site were it apparently 
touched down. (Source: Jean-F. Boedec, Les OVNI en Bretagne: Anatomie 
d'un Phenomene, p. 75).

770307 Gatchelville PA 6

7:30 PM. Nine independent witnesses watched a red ball of light maneuver 
against the wind. Holes were found burnt in the ground at a possible landing 
site. (Sources: Allan Hendry, The UFO Handbook, p. 120; Larry Hatch, U 
computer database, case 11471).

770323 Farmland IN 6

5:40 AM. Snowy morning. Blue lights were ahead which lady thought was a 
snow plough. One blinking light of unknown shape flew across in; front of her 
then suddenly 6 to 12 blue lights took up position 2 to 3 feet in front of her 
slowly traveling car. Next day at spot in road her car radio went dead. (Worley 
files)

770408 Cedar Springs MI 6

2:00 AM. A domed disc-shaped object flew around two witnesses, hovering 
and flashing over some nearby trees. Ring ground marks were found on the 
ground. (Source: CUFOS files, report dated April 10, 1977).

770419 Little Haven, Pembrokeshire Wales 6

2:00 AM. The radio of hotel owner Rosa Gremville suddenly went dead. 
Moments later she heard a loud humming noise outside and looking out she 
was dazzled by a "huge moon lighting up the area, moving about like a 
seesaw." It descended and landed in a field 100 yards behind the hotel. Burn 
marks were found on the ground at the site the next day. (Sources: David F. 
Webb and Ted Bloecher, HUMCAT: Catalogue of Humanoid Reports, case 
1977-18; Randall Jones Pugh, FSR, August 1977, p. 6 for BUFORA).
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771025 Asbygda Ringerike Norway 6

5:30 PM. Three witnesses, including two deaf 14 year olds, Johny Myhr and 
Frank Sverre Mandt, sighted a disc-shaped object some ten meters in diameter 
that hovered and then descended behind some bushes. Tracks were later found 
in the newly plowed field. 

771213 Leitchville, Victoria AU 6

An orange-red, disc-shaped object descended over a paddock. It then emitted 
three smaller objects that operated independently. One of these zigzagged, 
abruptly shot up to higher elevation, then descended again. The UFOs 
appeared to signal back and forth. Soil and grass samples collected from a 
circle of burnt grass found on the ground reveal the burn marks were caused 
by an electrical discharge. 

780604 Bellaria Italy 6

Motorists observed flashing lights in the woods, stopped to investigate and 
saw a bright red, revolving hemispherical object about 10 meters above the 
ground. It was approximately 10-12 meters in diameter. Next morning 
physical traces including a deep imprint were found at the site and separate 
witnesses were located. 

780708 Lempdes, Puy-de-Dome France 6

A motorist saw a sharp white gleam of light some 300 meters ahead on the 
road. As he came to the curve, he saw that the gleam came from a mass 
approximately 5 meters in height. He can not observe the base of the object, 
which is below the side of the road. The top was rounded in the form of a 
dome, surmounted by a white light. As he drove by he saw through a 
transparent wall in the UFO numerous human like figures wearing helmets and 
tight-fitting suits. Ground traces were found at the site. 

780708 Katta-Kurgan Uzbekistan 6

An 80 meter long ovoid object flew over toward the southeast, then landed in 
a vineyard at 11:45 p.m. Ground marks were later found on the ground, and 
the vegetation (grape vines) were effected.

780711 Can Cifre, Ibiza Spain 6

Two young boys were playing in a tree and heard a loud noise coming from 
the nearby woods. They were confronted by a strange robot-like being. As 
they ran to town they were chased by a bright blue light most of the way. 
Strange tracks were later found at the site of the encounter.

780717 Castanheira de Pera Portugal 6
A one-meter diameter sphere was seen spinning 1.5 meters above the ground. 
At the site witnesses found scorched earth and burnt rocks.

780902 San Michele Italy 6

A man heard a hissing sound and saw a metallic-looking cigar-shaped object 
about 10 meters long rising from a maize field. An area about 3 x 7 meters 
was found in the field where plants were bent and dehydrated.

780925 Greenfield IN 6

Three woman observed an object coming down from the sky into the field. 
Dog barked. UFO was oblong, very, very huge with a kind of greenish-gray 
color. It had three lights, one red and two white. No sound and it moved flying 
sideways behind the barn and then took off flying frontways. 140' imprint left 
in soybean field.

781008 Jenkins MO 6 Multiple witnesses, daylight, two objects, (#1320).
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781215 Catania Italy 6

Two young boys were playing in a yard on the island of Sicily, near a large 
TV antenna. The sky darkened and then a large disc-shaped craft approached 
and tilted at an angle, just above the TV antenna. A bright beam of light shot 
out of the opening and a strange, 1.5 meter tall  monster descended within the 
beam. The being was described as "ugly" with two large eyes and two antenna-
like protrusions on its head. A second similar being reportedly descended 
carrying a "laser" type gun and shot at a rock causing it to burn and explode

790222 Meanwood UK 6

In Meanwood, near Leeds an eight-foot long ovoid object landed for three 
minutes. It left behind landing traces. (Source: Timmothy Good, Above Top 
Secret, p. 72).

790226 Serodino, Santa Fe province Argentina 6

Ernaldo Camusoni, age 49, was clearing an overgrown field at the entrance to 
a farm in Serodino late in the evening when everything became illuminated 
behind him, turning the darkness into day. When he turned around he saw an 
approaching object land 40 meters away from him. As he approached the 
object, he saw a strange luminous figure emerge from the rear of the craft. The 
whole encounter lasted five minutes. Ground traces were found the next day.

790327 Isere France 6

An oval-shaped or saucer-shaped UFO flew over the Tabouret Reservoir in 
Isere, France and then landed on the ground, leaving ground marks. A man 
was seen outside the craft, according to the police report. 

790407 Bigand Argentina 6

Several cars experienced electrical system failures on highway 33 in Bigand, 
Argentina. Mr. Celotto, a farmer, saw an eight meter wide disc land, and 
circular ground traces were found later in a soybean field.

790827 Marshall County MN 6 T 5 Val Johnson Case 

790902 Petushka Russia 6
witness was out picking mushrooms and saw a landed UFO which effected the 
ground

800706 Bear River, Nova Scotia CAN 6
A silent, fifteen-meter diameter round object hovered only 500 feet away. A 
dog hid in fear. A six-meter long indentation was discovered on the ground.

800930 Rosedale, Victoria AU 6 Object with whistling noise lands on farm
801229 Huffman TX 6 T 5 Cash/Landrum Case
810108 Trans en Provence France 6 Object descends onto a nearby hill. Update

810128 Colle Maddalena Italy 6

A disc was sighted maneuvering over some woods and landing behind some 
trees in Colle Maddalena, Italy. A burnt circle of grass and some charred tree 
branches were found at the landing site. 

810213 Fuentecen Spain 6

The witness observed several golden lights on a nearby field. He approached 
the lights but these suddenly rose up, circled, and landed again, this time 
closer to his home. At the same time his dogs were going berserk. Later he 
heard footsteps and his dog attracted him to a "figure" standing by the fence. 
The figure was a meter and a half tall, square in shape and metallic almost 
robotic in nature; it lacked a head, arms or feet. A scorched area was found on 
the ground by government authorities.

810504 Minas Gerais state Brazil 6

a bright disc landed on the ground in Belo Horizonte, Minas Gerais state, 
Brazil and then vanished. A witness felt pulled toward the spot. Burnt grass 
was found at the site.
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820720 Vejer de la Frontera, Cadiz Spain 6

A a local cattleman walked to what he thought was a tanker truck a hundred 
meters away, but when he got to about 30 meters away from it he saw two 
huge human-like figures standing in the middle of the road. The beings then 
walked back to the object as if in slow motion. They entered the object 
through an open hatch, which took off silently towards the north. Ground 
traces were reportedly found at the site. 

830000 Puebla MX 6 A handful of mysterious seeds have been delivered to Earth by space aliens
830410 Ross OH 6 Object lands in field near a house
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